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Abstract. An autostereoscopic display system can provide users the
great enjoyment of stereo visualization without the uncomfortable and
inconvenient drawbacks of wearing stereo glasses or head-mounted dis-
plays. To render stereo video with respect to the user’s viewpoints and to
accurately project stereo video onto the user’s eyes, the left and right
eye positions of the user, who is allowed to move around freely, have to
be obtained when the user is watching the autostereoscopic display. We
present real-time tracking techniques that can efficiently provide the us-
er’s eye positions in images. These techniques comprise: 1. face detec-
tion by using multiple eigenspaces of various lighting conditions, 2. fast
block matching for tracking four motion parameters (X and Y translation,
scaling, and rotation) of the user’s face, and 3. eye locating in the ob-
tained face region. According to our implementation on a PC with a Pen-
tium III 700 MHz CPU, the frame rate of the eye tracking process can
achieve 30 Hz. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1416130]
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1 Introduction

Virtual reality systems are becoming more and more attr
tive in the applications of education, exhibition, trainin
and entertainment. One of the major components of a
tual reality system is the stereoscopic display, provid
users with a stereo visual environment. Conventionally,
ers of a virtual reality system have to wear on their he
stereo glasses or head-mounted displays~HMDs!, which
2726 Opt. Eng. 40(12) 2726–2734 (December 2001) 0091-3286/2001/
will make them feel less comfortable and thus cannot i
mersively enjoy the virtual environment.

Recently, researchers began to develop autostereosc
display systems,1–3 which can provide the enjoyment o
stereo visualization without the requirement of wearing a
special device. In a look-around system, as shown in Fig
a user can move around freely in front of the autoster
scopic display to watch the stereo video from vario
$17.00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
points of view. The eye tracking component of the autos
reoscopic display system is used for tracking the left a
right eye positions of the user. Thus, the autostereosc
display system can render the stereo video with respec
the viewpoint of the user and project the left and rig
channels of the stereo video onto the two correspond
eyes of the user. In this kind of display system, the e
tracking component is a very important module for fluen
rendering and accurately projecting the stereo video.

One kind of tracking method requires user to wear so
special sensors, such as infrared sensors or reflectors,
sonic wave receivers, and electromagnetic wave sens
However, this kind of active sensing method is uncomfo
able and inconvenient. Moreover, these sensors canno
mounted on the eyes, thus the obtained positions are no
exact eye positions. Therefore, video-based methods
preferable for tracking users in a passive manner. For
ample, Azarbayejani et al.4 developed interactive graphic
systems—virtual holography and teleconferencing syste
They used a camera to observe a user. Image features o
user can be extracted and can help to track the motio
the user’s head. The graphics systems can then be
trolled according to the tracking results. Instead of us
features as in Ref. 4, another option is to use skin-co
information for tracking the user’s facial region.5–7 Shirai8

also developed a 3-D human tracking system by using
tical flow and depth information observed from an acti
camera head. Recently, Stauffer and Grimson9 developed
tracking techniques for visual monitoring system based
an adaptive background subtraction method.

Video-based tracking techniques are often adopted in
autostereoscopic display system to track the user’s eye
sitions in a passive manner.10 For example, Pastoor, Liu
and Renault2 built an experimental multimedia system th
can be controlled by eye movement. Their system use
camera to track the head position, eye position, and g
direction in the acquired video. Morimoto et al.11 also pro-
posed a pupil detection and tracking technique. Two set
LEDs were mounted on a camera lens, one set is on-
and the other is off-axis. Images with and without ‘‘re
eyes’’ can be acquired by alternatively lighting up these t
sets of LEDs. Therefore, pupil position can be obtained
using image difference.

In this work, we develop real-time eye tracking tec
niques for autostereoscopic display systems. To avoid
drawback of wearing sensors or marks, we use a cam
observing a user for tracking his/her eye positions in

Fig. 1 A look-around system.
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acquired image sequence. In the initial stage, we use
eigenface method12 to detect the face position of the use
Multiple eigenspaces are utilized to accommodate vari
lighting conditions. Then, we employ the block matchin
technique to track in the following images the four motio
parameters~X and Y translation, scaling, and rotation! of
the user’s face. One of the major difficulties of applying t
block matching technique is due to its large computatio
cost. The reason is that the search space of tracking in t
four degrees of freedom is very large. To meet the real-ti
requirements, we apply a fast block matching algorith
called the winner-update algorithm,13,14 to speed up the
tracking process. Once the face position of the user is
tained, the left and right eyes can be located in the f
region.

2 Video-Based Eye Tracking

In this section, we describe the proposed video-based
tracking techniques. We first address some design iss
considering the eye tracking for autostereoscopic displa
Next, we depict the flowchart of the whole eye trackin
process. Then, we describe in detail each component o
proposed eye tracking technique.

2.1 Design Issues

2.1.1 Consideration of user behavior

In our eye tracking system, we mount a video camera
top of the display to observe the user. When the use
watching the display, the frontal face of the user sho
appear in the acquired image. In an autostereoscopic
play system, it is not necessary to keep tracking the us
eyes all the time. Instead, the system has to track the us
eyes only when the user iswatching the autostereoscopi
display. This will simplify the tracking problem, becaus
correct tracking is required only for the frontal face. Mor
over, we assume that the user intends to watch the auto
reoscopic display in a comfortable way. That is, the u
will not look askew at the display on purpose. The user c
look at the display at different positions in the 3-D spa
while keeping his/her face toward the display. Sitting
front of the display, the easiest way to change the horiz
tal viewing position is to rotate the body around the fron
axis of the user. Consequently, the user may also unde
rotation around the normal axis of the image plane in
image. Moreover, the size of the user’s face in the ima
varies with the distance between the user and the cam
Thus, a scaling parameter, which describes the size of
user’s face in the image, has to be updated when the
moves nearer or farther away from the display. To sum
there are four parameters to be estimated, which are
translations in theX andY axes, the scaling, and the rota
tion around the normal axis of the image.

2.1.2 Tracking using block matching

The block matching technique has been frequently used
visual tracking due to its simplicity and robustness.
shown in Fig. 2, the face of the user can be tracked
using the face image in the previous frame as a temp
image block, and match it within a search range in t
current frame. However, there are two major disadvanta
of the block matching technique. The first one is that
2727Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
computational cost is so large that its applicability is
stricted, particularly for real-time systems. The other dis
vantage is that it can only track a rigid object undergo
X/Y translation motion. If the object in the image is rota
ing or changing its scale, the block matching technique m
fail to keep the object in track. To meet the real-time
quirement, we adopt a fast block matching algorithm,
winner-update algorithm,13,14 for computational speed up
Moreover, a multilevel conjugate direction search tec
nique~MCDS! is proposed to search and track the templ
image block, considering its scale and rotation motion
rameters in addition to itsX/Y translation parameters.

2.1.3 Eye tracking and face tracking

The eye positions can be tracked by matching the eye
age ~as a template image block! in consecutive image
frames. However, this tracking method is not robust due
the following two problems. The first one is that the imag
of the left and right eyes are similar. It is difficult to dete
mine whether the tracked eye position belongs to the
eye or to the right eye. One simple way to solve this pro
lem is to apply the geometric constraint of the left and rig
eye positions. The second problem is that the eye ima
are relatively small. Hence, the matching results are m
ambiguous because of less information content. To o
come these two problems and to increase the accurac
the tracking results, we match the face image inste
which is a larger image block compared to the eye ima
The face positions of the user are first tracked in conse
tive image frames by using the block matching techniq
Once the face region is located, the left and right eye p
tions can then be estimated in the upper-left and upper-r
parts of the face region, respectively. The face region co
prises eyes and nose, which are salient features in the
image. Hence, the stability and accuracy can be gre
enhanced by tracking the face first.

2.2 Flowchart

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed eye track
techniques. Initially, we repeat the process of acquiring
image and detecting the face region in the image until
detection succeeds. Once a face region is found, we
the image of this face region as a long-term face templ
which is called a face representative. Next, the left a
right eye positions can be located within their correspo
ing area in the face region obtained either through f
detection or through face tracking. Also, the image of
face region obtained in both detection and tracking case
saved as a short-term face template.~In the following, we
refer to the short-term face template as the face template
simplicity.! To track the face position in the following
stage, we use the face template for matching in the com

Fig. 2 Illustration of face tracking by using block matching.
2728 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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image. After a new image is acquired, the winner-upd
algorithm13,14 is adopted to match the face template, ve
efficiently, in a search range of the newly acquired ima
Then, the candidate face position having the minimu
matching error is verified by using the face representa
~long-term face template! to determine whether the imag
region located at this candidate position actually contain
face. Meanwhile, the face position is also refined by us
the MCDS technique. When the verification succeeds,
eye positions are estimated in the face region. Also, the f
template is updated by using the newly obtained image
the face region. This iteration is repeated to track the f
and eye positions in consecutive image frames. When
verification fails, on the other hand, we want to recover
tracking process as soon as possible. Hence, we keep
face template without modification and match the face te
plate in a few consecutive image frames. If this recove
also fails, we reset the tracking process by proceeding f
detection and use a new face representative after succ
ing in the detection.

2.3 Components of the Eye Tracking Technique

This section presents in detail each component of the p
posed eye tracking technique.

2.3.1 Image preprocessing

For each acquired image frame, we discard its odd fi
scanlines and use only its even field scanlines. Also,
perform an averaging subsampling operation~4:1! for each
scanline to smooth the image and reduce the noise. A
result, each 6403480 image frame acquired from the cam
era becomes a 1603240 miniature. Because of the small
image size, the search region for the block matching is a
reduced, thus will speed up the tracking process. We o
track the upper part of the face, including the eyes a

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the proposed eye tracking technique.
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
nose, because the upper part is relatively more rigid t
the lower part of the face, which contains the mouth t
may be speaking, laughing, or eating during the track
process. By using this averaging subsampling operat
the rectangular upper face image is reduced to a sq
block, which can facilitate the winner-update algorithm13,14

for fast block matching. In general, the winner-update
gorithm does not require a square image block. Howeve
is beneficial to use a square image block due to ea
implementation and computation of the winner-update
gorithm, which is briefly described later in Sec. 2.3.3.

2.3.2 Face detection

Automatic face detection has to be performed when a n
user appears in the image or when the tracking process
to be restarted because the user has been out of track
certain period of time. In this work, we adopt the eigenfa
method12 to detect the position of the user’s face in t
image. A set of training face images can form a matrix w
each row representing the pixel values of a training fa
image. The eigenspace of smaller dimension can then
obtained by using the principal component analysis. For
image block~with the same size as the training face im
ages! at each position in the acquired image, its distance
the eigenspace is calculated to determine whether this
age block contains a face image. If the distance from
image block under examination to the eigenspace is sm
enough, we can conclude that this image block contain
face, and its position is reported. This face image block
stored as the face representative, which will be used
face verification and face position refinement during
following tracking process.

One of the major difficulties of the eigenface method
the lighting variation problem. If the image under examin
tion is acquired in a lighting condition that is very differe
from the lighting condition in which the training images
the eigenspace are acquired, the distance from the im
block under examination to the eigenspace will be v
large, even if it actually contains a face. One research
rection regarding the lighting variation problem is to utiliz
the illumination invariant formulation, such as in Ref. 1
For computational simplicity and efficiency, we use anoth
approach to reduce the lighting variation problem in t
work. We assume that there is a finite number of ordin
lighting conditions in the environment of the autostere
scopic display system. For each lighting condition, we c
lect a set of training images and compute their correspo
ing eigenspace. Each eigenspace comprises its mean
eigenvectors. That is, we compute multiple eigenspaces
various lighting conditions. When determining whether
image block contains a face, we first calculate its distan
to the means of all the eigenspaces. Next, we choose
eigenspace yielding the minimum distance for further fa
estimation, because the lighting condition of the ima
block under examination is more likely to be the same
that of the chosen eigenspace. The standard eigen
method12 is then performed by using the chosen eigensp
to determine whether the image block contains a face.

Another difficulty of the eigenface method for face d
tection is the geometric variation problem, such as sca
and rotation. To reduce the computational cost, we do
consider the rotation variation and only consider the sca
,
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variation of the frontal face. For the image on which th
face detection is performed, we scale up and down the
age. The previously mentioned face detection method
uses multiple eigenspaces is then performed on every
sulted image of different scale. Figure 4 shows some
amples of face detection results for different lighting co
ditions and scales. Notice that the images are subsam
into a 1/431/2 miniature during the image preprocessin
stage.

When the user is out of track, the eye tracking syste
can recover from tracking failure by detecting the us
again in the image. For faster recovery, however, we fi
use the face representative as the matching templat
match in the image, instead of using the eigenface meth
Because the block matching technique using the winn
update algorithm is faster than the eigenface method,
system can then recover from tracking failure when t
face representative appears again in the image. Tha
once the tracking process fails, it can be recovered s
when the same user stops moving to return to a norm
pose. If the face representative is not successfully matc
in the image, the eigenspace method is then used for
tecting the face position. A new face representative is sto
if the eigenface detection succeeds.

2.3.3 Fast face tracking using the winner-update
algorithm

For each image frame, the face image block that is succ
fully tracked is stored as the face template. This face te
plate will be used for block matching within a search ran
in the consecutive image. The matching error criterion
used is the sum of absolute difference~SAD!:

SAD~u,v ![ (
j 50

B21

(
i 50

B21

uT~ i , j !2I t~u1 i ,v1 j !u,

Fig. 4 Examples of face detection results for different lighting con-
ditions and scales.
2729Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
whereT is the template image block of sizeB3B,I t is the
current image, and (u,v) is a position in the search rang
@2R,R#3@2R,R#. The position, (û,v̂), yielding the mini-
mum matching error can be found by calculating and co
paring the SADs for all the search positions,$(u,v)%, in the
imageI t . That is,

~ û,v̂ ![arg min SAD
~u,v !PS

~u,v !,

whereS5$(u,v)u2R<u,v<R% is the search region andR
is an integer that determines the search range. This ti
consuming operation can be greatly accelerated by u
the winner-update algorithm.13,14 The obtained minimum
matching error and the corresponding image position
used for further verification and refinement to determ
whether this position contains a face image.

Most of fast block matching methods gain their ef
ciency by reducing the search positions under examinat
Criterion for this reduction can be gradient descent,16 mul-
tiresolution search space,17 and spatial-tempora
correlation.18 The major drawback for these kinds of met
ods is that they may be trapped at the local minimum, t
reduce the accuracy of the tracking result.

To achieve high accuracy, we adopt the winner-upd
algorithm, which guarantees that the global minimum
the block matching can be found efficiently. This algorith
first constructs a block sum pyramid~BSP!19 for the tem-
plate image block and for each image block in the sea
region. The SAD calculated by using the upper levels of
corresponding pyramid pairs can be proved19 to be the
lower bound of the desired SAD calculated by using
bottom levels, which contain the original images of t
template image block and the image block in the sea
region. For a search position, once one of its lower bou
of SAD calculated at some upper level is already lar
than the global minimum SAD, this search position can
skipped for further consideration. The computational c
of the SAD lower bound is smaller than that of SAD itse
because the lower bound is calculated at the upper leve
the pyramid. Moreover, we reduce many of the SAD low
bounds actually calculated by using the winner-upd
search strategy.13,14 This search strategy initially calculate
the first SAD lower bounds for all the search positions
using the top levels of their pyramids. The one having
minimum lower bound is selected as the temporary winn
and its next lower bound is calculated by using its low
level. Then, the temporary winner is selected again from
the search positions. This process is repeated until the m
mum SAD lower bound of the newly selected tempora
winner is calculated at the bottom level; that is, the SA
lower bound is the desired SAD. In this way, a substan
computation can be saved, and thus speeds up the b
matching process. In Refs. 13 and 14, we also propose
efficient method, in terms of computation and storage
construct pyramids for all the search positions in the sea
region. It is beneficial to use the square image block du
the simplicity of the pyramid construction and the SA
lower bound calculation.
2730 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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2.3.4 Face verification and face position refinement

For each candidate face position yielding the minimu
matching error, the goal of face verification is to determi
whether the image block at this position actually contain
face. Two criteria can be used for making this decision. T
first one is that this minimum matching error should b
small enough; that is, the image block at this candidate f
position should look similar to the face templates stored
the previous image frame. The second one is that this
age block should look similar to the face representati
The matching error between this image block and the fa
representative should also be small enough to justify t
this image block is indeed a face image.

The second criterion of face verification is necessa
because the tracking error may accumulate during
tracking process. For example, ifA is similar toB, andB is
similar to C, A may not be similar toC. That is, the face
position tracked may drift away slowly after a period o
time. Consequently, we make use of the face representa
which is a long-term face template, to perform the veri
cation of the second criterion while refining the face po
tion.

Because the user is allowed to rotate his/her head an
move near or far away from the display, the rotation and
scaling of the candidate face position may be different fro
those of the face representative, which is recorded when
face is detected. To deal with the scaling and rotation of
face image block, we compute various combinations
scaling and rotation for the face representative in advan
A multilevel conjugate direction search technique is th
used to search for the combination, such that the co
sponding face representative is similar to the candidate
age block.

When the face region is detected, not only the origin
face image block is stored as the face representative,
also the face image blocks, which are obtained by rotat

Fig. 5 Face representatives comprising various combinations of ro-
tation (horizontal direction) and scaling (vertical direction).
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
and scaling up and down the original face image blo
Figure 5 illustrates an example comprising 25 face rep
sentatives of five different rotations and five differe
scales. A block sum pyramid structure is then construc
for each face representative.

During the matching process, two dimensions of t
scaling and rotation can be searched by using the one-
time search, which is a simplified conjugate directi
search,16 on each level of image pyramids. On the top lev
we find the combination of scaling and rotation yielding t
local minimum of SAD by using the following proces
Starting from the initial combination of scaling and rot
tion, we move along the scaling direction first and find t
local minimum of SAD by using the gradient desce
search. Then, starting from this local minimum, we mo
along the rotation direction and find the new local min
mum of SAD by using the gradient descent search ag
The combination of scaling and rotation yielding the ne
local minimum is used as the initial combination for th
next ~lower! level. By repeating this one-at-a-time sear
from the top level to the bottom level, we can obtain t
combination of scaling and rotation yielding the local min
mum of SAD at the bottom level. We utilize the pyram
structures because it is more efficient due to the coarse
fine search, and we have more chances to bypass the
minimum and to achieve the global minimum due to t
smoother error surface on the upper levels, which con
smoother images.

Because of the accumulation error, the candidate f
position may have drifted away from the correct face po
tion. To improve the accuracy of the tracked face positi
we utilize the similar conjugate direction search techniq

Fig. 6 Example of face detection result.

Table 1 Convolution mask for eye detection.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1

1 1 2 4 4 2 1 1

1 1 2 4 4 2 1 1

1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-

.

-
al

to refine the face position along the gradient directions
the X and Y dimensions, one at a time. Along the sear
path, the matching error using the face representative
calculated. The position yielding the minimum matchin
error is reported to be the refined face position. Accord
to our experimental results, this method can effectiv
overcome the drifting problem.

2.3.5 Eye location

Once the face position is determined, we can find the
and right eye positions in the corresponding area within
face region. Instead of feature-based methods,20 we adopted
a convolution-based method for simplicity and efficienc

After obtaining the position of the user’s face, we divid
the face image block into four parts. According to the re
tive geometry between the eyes and the face, we perf
eye detection in both upper-left and upper-right subblo
by using the convolution operation with an 838 mask, as
shown in Table 1. The position with the smallest convo
tion result, which means the darkest region, is conside
as the eye position.

2.3.6 Temporary out-of-track

When the verification of the candidate face position fa
the face position of the user is out of track and the e
tracking system has to recover from this failure. This si
ation occurs because of temporary occlusion. For exam
the user waves his hand across his face or turns his fac
the display. One way of recovery is to detect the face
sition all over again. However, this process is more tim
consuming and should not be performed frequently. Inst

Fig. 7 Examples of face and eye tracking.
2731Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
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Chen et al.: Video-based eye tracking . . .
of performing face detection, one can try to recover fa
tracking by simply acquiring the next image and using
face template to match again for a prespecified period
time. This will be helpful when the user temporarily turn

Fig. 8 Face of the user is temporarily missing.
2732 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 12, December 2001
his/her face away or his/her face is temporarily occlud
The eye tracking system can recover from tracking failu
faster in this way.

3 Experiments

3.1 System Specification

In this section, we describe the specification of our expe
mental eye tracking system. We implemented the propo
eye tracking technique on a PC with a Pentium III 700 M
CPU. The video acquisition equipment we used is a So
DFW-VL500 digital camera, which adopts the IEEE-139
standard. The video frame rate of this camera is 30
which will limit the maximum frame rate and the minimum
latency time of our eye tracking system. In our impleme
tation, the eye tracking process and video acquisition
concurrently proceeded. Moreover, the eye tracking proc
for each image can be finished in less than 1/30 s. Con
quently, the overall frame rate of our eye tracking system
30 Hz; that is, the video frame rate. The latency time ran
from 1/30 to 2/30 s.
Fig. 9 An example of face and eye tracking in an image sequence of about 6 s. Only one eighth of the
image frames regularly sampled are shown.
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3.2 Experimental Results

In our implementation, the image size of the face templ
is 32332 and the search range in each image
@280,80#3@280,80#. Notice that the image is reduced
1603240 in the preprocessing stage before the eye trac
proceeds. Figure 6 illustrates an example of face detec
where the original image (6403480) is shown for clarity.
As shown in Fig. 7, the face and eye positions with diffe
entX/Y translation, rotation, and scaling have been locat
The user can move around freely to different positions
3-D and rotate his head in 1-D. The proposed eye track
technique can track the face and eye positions of the u
Figure 8 shows that the system is in the temporary out
track stage. Because the user turns his face off the disp
the eye tracking system cannot successfully track the fr
tal face. When this happens, the system does not hav
deal with this situation because the user is not watching
display.

Figure 9 shows the tracking results in an image
quence. TheX/Y positions, scales, and rotations of the fa
and eyes are estimated. When the user’s face is occlude
his hand, the tracking process fails. After the user takes
hand off his face, the tracking process is recovered.

4 Conclusions

We have presented video-based eye tracking techniq
that can accurately, robustly, and efficiently track the use
face and eye positions in image sequence. When comb
with an autostereoscopic system, the resulted look-aro
system can provide the user stereo video without the
quirement of wearing any special glasses or sensors. A
block matching technique has been used to track the
motion parameters~X and Y translation, scaling, and rota
tion! of the user’s face in each image. According to o
implementation on a PC with a Pentium III 700 Mhz CP
the frame rate of the face and eye tracking can achieve
Hz.
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